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3 Theoretical Background 

3.1 Introduction to Neural Networks 

Artificial Neural Networks commonly referred as "Neural Networks" [4], This 

concept immerged while scientists looking for a solution to replicate human brain. In 

some cases like identification and prediction the human brain tracks the problem more 

efficiently than other controllers. That is because human brain computes entirely 

different way from the conventional digital computer. 

The human brain is a highly complex, non-linear and parallel computer. (Information 

processing system)[5]. It has the compatibility to organize its structure constituents, 

known as neurons, so as to perform certain computations many times faster than the 

fastest digital computer available today. 

For an example the human vision, the human routinely accomplishes perceptual 

recognition tasks such as recognizing familiar face embedded in an familiar scene in 

approximately 100-200ms, where as tasks of much lesser complexity may take hours 

on a conventional computer [6], Hence we can say the brain processes information 

super quickly and super accurately. It can also be trained to recognize patterns and to 

identify incomplete patterns. Moreover the trained network works even if certain 

neurons failed. 

3.2 Engineering of Brain 

Discovering how the human brain works has been an ongoing effort that stated more 

than 2000 years a go with Aristotle and Heraclitus and has continued with the work of 

Ramony Cajal, Colgi Hebb, and others [5], Better we understand the brain, the better 

we can replicate it. 
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Figure 3.1: The Biological Neuron 

3.3 Neuron Physiology 

The neuron is the fundamental unit of and the nervous system, particularly the brain 

[7,8]. It works as an amazing complex biochemical and electric signal processing unit. 

3.3.1 Neuron 

The work neuron came from Greek which means the nerve cell. Neuron is the 

fundamental unit of nervous system. Considering its microscopic size it is an amazing 

processor. Neuron receives and combines signals from many other neurons through 

filamentary input paths called dendrites. 

Figure 3.2: Parts of the Neuron 
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Dendn.es are bunched into highly complex "dendrific trees" Dendritic trees ore 

connected with the main body of the nerve cell, the Soma. The soma has a 

pyramidical or cylindrical shape. The other body of the cell is the membrane The 

interior of the eel, is filled with intercellular fluid and out side the cell is with 

extracellular fluid. The neurons membrane and substances instde and on,side the 

neuron play an important role in its operation. When excited above a certain level the 

threshold, the neuron fire. That is it transmits an electrical signal, action potenfial 

along a signal path called axon. The axon meets the soma a, the axon hillock and it' 

ends m a tree of filamentary paths called the axonic endings that are connected with 
dendrites of other neurons. 

The connection or the junction between a neuron's axon and another neuron's 

dendrite is called a synapse ,n Greek synapse means the contact. A synapse consists 

of the presynaptic terminal, the cleft or the synaptic junction, and the postsynaptic 
terminal as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: The Synapse 

stngle neuron may have 1000 to ,0000 [7] synapse and may be connected to with 

some ,000 neurons. No, a,I the synapse are cxcited a, the same time and according to 

«he received sensory Pattern via the synapses probably cxeites a relatively small 

percentage of sites, an almost endless number of patters can be presented wfthout 
saturating the neuron's capacity [9], 
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When the action potential reaches the axon ending, chemical massage known as 

neurotransmitters is released. The neurotransmitters are stored in tiny spherical 

structure called vesicles. Neurotransmitters are responsible for effective 

communication between neurons. The neurotransmitter drifts across the synaptic 

junction and initiate the depolarization of postsynaptic membrane and thus voltage 

across the membrane of receiving neuron, postsynaptic potential changes. Depending 

on the type of neurotransmitter the postsynaptic potential is excitatory (more positive) 
or inhibitory (more negative). 

Decoding at the synapse is accomplished by temporal summation and spatial 

summation [9], The total potential charge from temporal summation and spatial 

summation is encoded as a nerve impulse transmitted to other cell. All integrated 

signals are combined at the soma, and if the amplitude of the combined signal reaches 

the threshold of the neuron, it produces an output signal. 

3.4 Artificial Neural Networks 

Artificial neural networks emanate from the biological principle described above, and 

mathematics attempts to describe closely the biological behavior of neurons and the 

network. The neural network can be divided in to two as architecture and 

neurodynamics. Architecture defines the network structure, which is the number of 

neurons in the network and their interconnectivity. Neurodynamics of neural networks 

defines their properties, which are, how the neural network learns, recalls, associates, 

and continuously compares new information with existing knowledge, and how it 

classifies new information, and how it develops new classifications if necessary. 

Information processing of neural network is not with a sequential algorithm as in most 

of the information processors. The information processing of neural networks is based 

on parallel decomposition of complex information into basic elements [5], 
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3.4.1 Basic Model of a Neuron 

The problem is now how to model this neural network artificially. Serious attempt to 

create a model of a neuron have been underway during the last 100 years, and 

remarkable progress has been made [10]. Artificial neuron is the fundamental unit or 

the building block of the artificial neural network and the model is shown in the 

Figure 3.4. Even through the term artificial neuron is used it does not even closely 

describe the biological neuron. 

The model artificial neuron has a set of n inputs Xj, where the subscript j takes value 

from 1 to n. each input xj is weighted before reaching the main body of the processing 

element by the weight factor Wj. in addition it has bios term w0, a threshold value 0 

that has to be reached of exceeded for neuron to produce a signal, a linearity factor F 

that acts on the produced signal R, and an output O after the nonlinear function. O 

constitute input signal to other neurons. 

Bias term 

When a neuron is part of a network, an additional subscript, i, is needed to distinguish 

the neuron. Hence input, weight, activation signals, output, threshold and nonlinear 

function are written as xy, w,„ R;, Ob Fj respectively. 
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The transfer function of the basic neuron model is described below 

°i = FiGZj=iWijXij) (i) 

The neurons firing condition is 

E j U w l ] X l j > 0 j ( 2 ) 

The purpose of having non-linearity function is to ensure that the neurons response is 

bounded. That is the actual response of neuron is conditioned, as a result of small or 

large activating stimuli is controllable. Commonly used nonlinearities are hard limiter, 
the sigmoid and the ramp function. 

3.4.2 Learning in Artificial Neural Networks 

Learning is the process by which the neural network adapts itself to a stimulus. After 

making the proper parameter adjustments it produces desired response. Learning is a 

continuous process and if stimulus appears at the network either network recognize it 

or it develops a new classification. Actually in the learning process the network 

adjusts its parameters. The synaptic weights, in response to an input stimulus so that 

its actual output response converges to desired output response. When the output 

response is same as the desired response, the network has completed the learning 
process. 

For different structures of neural networks the learning process is not the same. As 

different learning methodologies suit different peoples, different learning techniques 

suit different artificial neural networks. Some of the common learning techniques are 

supervised learning, unsupervised learning, reinforced learning and competitive 
learning. 
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3.4.3 Characteristics of ANN 

In the mathematical perspective the neural networks is a dynamic system that can be-

modeled as a set of coupled differential equations [5], The neural networks are 

characterized by 

1. Collective and synergistic computation 

• Program is executed collectively and synergistically 

• Operations are decentralized 

2. Robustness 

• Operation is insensitive to scattered failures 

• Operation is insensitive to partial inputs or inaccurate inputs 

3. Learning 

• Networks makes associations automatically 

• Program is created by the network during learning 

• Network adapts with or without a teacher 

4. Asynchronous operation 

3.4.4 Neural Network Topologies 

As an artificial neural network consists of many neurons, the interconnectivity 

between neurons cast them in to different topologies. Some of the most popular 

topologies are shown in the Figure 3.5. Normally a network may contain an input 

layer, output layer and one or more hidden layers in between input and output layers. 

Hidden layers are so named because their outputs are not directly observable. 
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Figure 3.5: Common Neural Network Topologies 

3.4.5 Single Layer Networks 

Fundamental model of artificial neural networks is the network with one layer of 

neurons (output layer only, no hidden layers) [11], The simplest network consists of 

just one neuron with the function g chosen to be the identity function, 

g(v) = v for all v. 
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3.4.6 Multilayer Neural Networks 

Multilayer neural networks are undoubtedly the most popular networks used in 

applications. While it is possible to consider many activation functions, in practice it 

has been found that the logistic (also called the sigmoid) function g(v) =_ev\+ev_ 

as the activation function (or minor variants such as the tanh function) works best. In 

fact the revival of interest in neural networks is sparked by successes in training 

neural networks using this function in place of the historically (biologically inspired) 

step function (the "perception"/. 

Using a linear function does not achieve anything in multilayer networks that is 

beyond what can be done with single layer networks with linear activation functions. 

The practical value of the logistic function arises from the fact that it is almost linear 

in the range where g is between 0.1 and 0.9 but has a squashing effect on very small 

or very large values of v. 

In theory it is sufficient to consider networks with two layers of neurons, one hidden 

and one output layer. This is certainly the case for most applications. There are, 

however, a number of situations where three and sometimes four and five layers have 

been more effective. For prediction the output node is often given a linear activation 

function to provide forecasts that are not limited to the zero to one range. An 

alternative is to scale the output to the linear part (0.1 to 0.9) of the logistic function. 

Unfortunately there is no clear theory to guide us on choosing the number of nodes in 

each hidden layer or indeed the number of layers. The common practice is to use trial 

and error, although there are schemes for combining optimization methods such as 

genetic algorithms with network training for these parameters. Since trial and error is 

a necessary part of neural network applications it is important to have an 

understanding of the standard method used to train a multilayered network: back 

propagation. It is no exaggeration to say that the speed of the back propagation 

algorithm made neural nets a practical tool in the manner that the simplex method 

made linear optimization a practical tool. The revival of strong interest in neural nets 

in the mid 80s was in large measure due to the efficiency of the back propagation 
algorithm. 
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3.4.7 The Backward Propagation Algorithm 

There is a minor adjustment for prediction problems where we are trying to predict a 

continuous numerical value. In that situation we change the activation function for 

output layer neurons to the identity function that has output value=input value. An 

alternative is to rescale and recenter the logistic function to permit the outputs to be 

approximately linear in the range of dependent variable values. The back propagation 

algorithm cycles through two distinct passes, a forward pass followed by a backward 

pass through the layers of the network. The algorithm alternates between these passes 

several times as it scans the training data. Typically, the training data has to be 

scanned several times before the networks "learns" to make good classifications. 
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